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The enrichment of the neon isotopes in a thermoacoustic device is demonstrated. Because the
thermal diffusion ratio of neon is small, an apparatus longer than a wavelength was necessary in
order to easily observe the separation. The device was modular and extensible, so that arbitrarily
large separations could in principle be obtained. The acoustic duct was a series of multiple, identical
quarter-wavelength modules with side-branch drivers. In this way, waveforms close to that of a
traveling wave were maintained in the duct, despite the high acoustic attenuation caused by the
duct’s small diameter and large length. The concentrations of the isotopes were measured at one end
of the duct using a quadrupole mass spectrometer. For the operating frequency of 227 Hz, the
maximum separation gradient obtained was 0.43%/m, and mole fluxes at zero gradient as high as 3
nmol/s were observed. Effects of turbulence, though not observed, are also discussed, and the
scaling properties of this method are compared with those of traditional mixture-separation
methods. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.1687831�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Material separation is one of the central challenges of
chemical engineering and related industries, and the devel-
opment of separation techniques remains an active field of
research today.1 Because of the wide range of applications
for separation, no single technique addresses all possible
needs. Distillation is most widely used because it is, in prin-
ciple, thermodynamically reversible and therefore offers very
high energy efficiency. However, when separating mixtures
for which the difference in vapor pressures is small or zero,
as in isotope or azeotrope separations, or in cases where
distillation would require extremely high or low tempera-
tures or pressures, other techniques can become competitive.
Because the capital cost of a distillation device is high for
such challenging separations, other methods may be particu-
larly attractive when only small amounts of material are to
be processed. The crossover depends on where the cost of a
distillation plant becomes comparable to the energy cost of
these inefficient methods.

The physical basis for a new separation method based on
thermoacoustics was described in several recent articles.2–5

The thermoacoustic separation process depends on thermal
diffusion and viscosity in a binary mixture to produce time-
averaged mass fluxes of the mixture’s two components in
opposite directions. Because both diffusion and viscosity are
dissipative, thermoacoustic separation has a low thermody-
namic efficiency, on the order of that of conventional thermal
diffusion or gaseous diffusion. However, thermoacoustic
separation has potential advantages due to its mechanical
simplicity and the promise of separation machines quite
compact in size.

In this paper, we describe how one can apply the
thermoacoustic separation technique in a practical
configuration.6 As a concrete example, we focus on enrich-
ment of the neon isotopes, starting with a sample in which
the isotopes are present in their natural abundances. This

choice is partly made in deference to history: The first7 iso-
tope separation by gaseous diffusion was that of neon in
1920, and one of the earliest isotope separations by conven-
tional thermal diffusion was that of neon in 1938 by Clusius
and Dickel.8

Neon is also a logical choice for this exploration of ther-
moacoustic isotope enrichment because it is one of the easi-
est gaseous isotopic systems to separate. The mass difference
between the predominant isotopes,20Ne and22Ne, is a high
fraction of the average mass of the isotopes, resulting in a
comparatively large thermal diffusion coefficient. Further-
more, the two predominant isotopes are naturally present9 in
concentrations of about 90.51% (20Ne) and 9.22% (22Ne),
more nearly equal than those of other natural binary isotopic
mixtures. Thus, no enrichment or preparation of the gas
sample was necessary prior to our experiments in order to
ensure measurable quantities of both isotopes. Nevertheless,
91–920Ne–22Ne is considerably more challenging10 to sepa-
rate than the 50–50 He–Ar mixtures of previous, proof-of-
principle experiments,3,4 because the thermal diffusion ratio
is about 50 times smaller.

In the following sections we describe how one can con-
catenate several modules similar to the experimental device
described in Refs. 3 and 4 to separate gas mixtures to a
desired degree. A first variation of the method uses a quasi-
traveling wave. We outline how one goes about the basic
design of such a thermoacoustic separator, we review how
one properly quantifies the degree of separation of such a
device and each of its modules, and we present an expression
relating the number of modules to the separation one can
achieve. We then describe an experiment demonstrating neon
isotope enrichment by such an extended device, and we com-
pare its measured performance with our calculated expecta-
tions. A second variant of the method produces an acoustic
impedance higher than that of a traveling wave at equally
spaced locations along the duct. Experiments confirm the
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expected behavior of this variant and demonstrate its modest
advantages. The Appendix lists definitions of variables and
the results from previous work that are used here.

II. EXTENDING THE SYSTEM

In the experiments3,4 on He–Ar, the concentrations of
the two species could differ by as much as 10% along the
tube length of�1/40 of a wavelength. For isotopes, the ther-
mal diffusion ratios are generally small so that, to achieve
the same degree of separation, either a proportionally longer
tube is necessary or one must process the gas in many
batches. In the case of laboratory-scale purifications, batch
processing of the gas might be reasonable if the number of
batch steps is small. However, if the mixture to be processed
is so expensive that one cannot simply discard the tailings at
the end of each step, then recovery from the tailings requires
additional steps and a complex inventory control for the
products of each batch. Such batch-mode processing is diffi-
cult and tedious.

Hence, thermoacoustic separation in ducts of length
greater than a wavelength is advantageous. The method we
consider for doing this is to maintain an essentially traveling
wave in a duct of arbitrarily great length by providing iden-
tical active branches at equally spaced distances along the
duct, driven with time phasings appropriate to maintain the
amplitude of the wave. Thus, the pressure and volume
velocity11 oscillations at each point between two adjacent
drive branches are equal in amplitude but time shifted from
the pressure and volume velocity oscillations at the corre-
sponding point between any other pair of adjacent side
branches. This is somewhat similar in concept to the ‘‘acous-
titron’’ of Ref. 12, except that our topology has two ends,
comprising a source and a sink for the traveling wave. Were
there only one acoustic driver in the system, then the ampli-
tude of the sound wave would decay as the wave traveled
along the duct. In our realization of the system, the unit
module from which the acoustic network is constructed con-
sists of a length of duct with a tee at one end, one side of the
tee leading through a short duct to a sealed bellows, as de-
picted in Fig. 1. Each bellows is driven lengthwise like a
piston by the voice coil of an electrodynamic speaker. At the
ends of the concatenation of identical unit modules are simi-
lar ducts with similarly driven bellows, one of which starts
the wave traveling along the duct while the other actively
absorbs it.

The most convenient realization of this scheme has each
module one-quarter wavelength long and adjacent speakers
phased�90° from one another in time along the duct. This

is a practical design because it allows all branches in the
acoustic network to be driven with only two electrical signals
in quadrature, rather than a larger number of equally spaced
signal phasings. This significantly simplifies the electronics
needed to drive the array of speakers.

For nonzero spacing between branches, there is always
some variation in the amplitudes of pressure and volume
velocity as a function of distance along any single module,
because of the viscous and thermal attenuations.5 In addition,
the pressure and volume velocity do not have a constant
time-phase difference along the duct. As a result, the limiting
concentration gradient varies somewhat along the duct. For
the oscillating pressure, the boundary condition required on
each module is that the amplitude is the same at the begin-
ning and end of the module. The amplitude of volume veloc-
ity must also be the same at the beginning and end of the
module, but the presence of the branch means that this equal-
ity is achieved by adding the volume velocity from the
branch to the volume velocity at the end of the duct, with
appropriate time phasing. The volume velocity just before
the branch is lower than that at the beginning of the duct
because of the attenuation along the duct. One result of these
two boundary conditions on pressure and volume velocity is
that the highest limiting concentration gradient limiting ap-
pears near the end of the module just before the branch.

III. DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF MODULES

Before setting out to engineer the acoustics of a ther-
moacoustic separator, one must assess the kind of perfor-
mance it will provide. Equations�25� and �36� from Ref. 5,
reproduced here in the Appendix, show that the maximum
concentration gradient and the maximum efficiency for ther-
moacoustic separation decrease quickly as the mole fractions
of the two components in the binary mixture approach zero
and unity, both through their explicit dependence on mole
fractions and indirectly through their dependence on the ther-
mal diffusion ratio kT . The thermal diffusion ratio is ap-
proximately proportional ton(1�n), wheren is the mole
fraction of the component of greatest interest. It is therefore
natural to ask whether thermoacoustic separation can ever
produce high-purity gases and whether it is at a severe dis-
advantage in doing so compared to other separation methods.
In the case of Eq.�25� in Ref. 5, the factor ofkT implies that
the maximum concentration gradient achievable for the de-
sired component falls off approximately13 as (1�n); this
would appear to offer diminishing returns as the enriched gas
is further purified. It is more useful, however, to evaluate the
separation in terms of the ‘‘separation factor,’’ defined in
mixture-separation engineering14 as the ratio of the relative
abundances at the beginning and the end of one batch or one
stage of processing

q�
n f /�1�n f �

ni/�1�ni�
, �1�

where the subscriptsi and f denote initial and final, respec-
tively. For a stepwise separation process, like fractional dis-
tillation or gaseous diffusion,q typically turns out to be
nearly the same for all steps.14,15 If several steps are concat-

FIG. 1. Assembling a large enough number of modules like this one in
series creates a thermoacoustic mixture separator capable of reaching any
desired purities.
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enated, the total separation factor of the apparatus is equal to
the product of theq j for each stepj . For thermoacoustic
separation, there are no clearly defined steps, but we may
divide the separation duct of total lengthl into pieces of
length �x. Considering each piece to be a separation step
allowed to run to saturation, we can compute the separation
factor for thej th piece to be

q j�1�
1

n�1�n � � dn

dx �
lim

�x. �2�

Because most of then dependence in the expression for the
limiting gradient (dn/dx) lim derives from the factorkT , q j is
nearly independent of concentration.13

In the limit that the duct is subdivided into infinitesimal
pieces, we can write for the total separation factor of the duct

q tot� lim
�x→0

�
j

q j�exp� 1

n�1�n � � dn

dx �
lim

l � , �3�

wheren and (dn/dx) lim are evaluated at any point along the
duct. As the duct is lengthened,q tot approaches either 0 or�
depending on the sign of (dn/dx) lim , and this corresponds to
concentrationsn approaching 0 or 1, respectively. Purifica-
tion of mixed gases thus improves exponentially with the
length of the thermoacoustic device, just as it does with the
number of stages in distillation or gaseous diffusion plants.

The peak thermodynamic efficiency of thermoacoustic
separation is seen from Eq.�36� of Ref. 5 to be approxi-
mately proportional ton(1�n), so that it also declines in
proportion to the depleted component’s concentration. In or-
der to compare methods, it is simplest to consider how much
energy must be expended to achieve a given total separation
factor q tot . For thermoacoustic separation, the acoustic
power needed to obtain a factorq j is proportional to the
length of the duct. As extra lengths of duct are added in order
to provide extra factors ofq j , the dissipation will increase
linearly with the length. Thermal, viscous, and radiative
losses in a Clusius–Dickel column also scale with the length
of the column. For a gaseous diffusion plant, mechanical
work is lost by free expansion and viscosity at each stage of
the plant, so that the free energy dissipated is again propor-
tional to the number of stages with separation factorq j .
Distillation is reversible in principle, but in practice free en-
ergy is lost due to pressure drops across the column which
are proportional to the number of distillation plates or stages.
Cryogenic distillation also suffers from heat leaks which
scale as the length of the column. So, even for this ideally
reversible process, the losses scale approximately as the
number of factors ofq j .

Hence, both for separation factor and for energy effi-
ciency, at high purities the scaling behavior of thermoacous-
tic mixture separation is the same as that of other mixture-
separation systems.

IV. HARDWARE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

For this experiment, we developed a�z�	
a system—a
‘‘nearly traveling-wave system’’—to study the separation of
neon isotopes starting from a sample of pure neon with natu-
ral isotopic abundances. In our notation,z is the complex

specific acoustic impedanceAp1 /U1 , 
 is the density of the
gas,a is its speed of sound,p1 is the complex oscillating
pressure,U1 is the complex oscillating volume velocity,11

and A is the cross-sectional area of the duct. In the experi-
ment, we anticipated needing a change in concentration of
each isotope of about 1% across the duct in order that the
separation effect be clearly measurable. From Eq.�25� in
Ref. 5, reproduced here in the Appendix, it is straightforward
to show that

� dn

dx �
lim

	���1�
2�


kT , �4�

for the �z�	
a system in the boundary-layer limit, where�
is the ratio of the isobaric to the isochoric specific heats and
 is the wavelength. To obtain this expression, we have used
the fact that the waves are nearly traveling waves and that
F trav andFgrad �defined in Ref. 4 and in the Appendix� are of
the same order in magnitude, and we have assumed that the
amplitude of the sound is high enough that the steady axial
diffusion does not appreciably limit the concentration gradi-
ent. For monatomic gases like neon,��5/3. Furthermore, if
kT is small enough that the concentrations of the gas species
do not change substantially�i.e., �n�n) over the span of a
single quarter-wavelength module, thenkT itself changes
little between the ends of the module. Thus, we can avoid
use of Eq.�3� from the previous section and write the sepa-
ration across a single module as�n	(��1)(�/2)kT . For
neon with natural isotopic abundances,16 kT	0.0022 and we
find that our apparatus must be at least four modules long to
produce a change of�0.01 inn. We designed our system to
contain four quarter-wavelength modules. Because of the ad-
ditional speakers at either end of the acoustic network to
generate or absorb the traveling wave, though, we have a
total of six acoustic drivers and approximately five quarter-
wavelengths of duct.

For the design of the unit module from which the rest of
the device is constructed, one must choose the frequency, the
diameter of the duct, and the amplitude of the oscillations in
the gas. In view of Eq.�4�, one generally wishes to make the
frequency as high as possible in order to make the device
most compact in size. This has the advantages not only of
making it easier to fit the machine in a room or enclosure but
also of reducing the inventory of gas inside the machine
during operation; the latter is particularly important when the
feedstock is either expensive or hazardous. For a fixed total
separation factorq tot , though, the number of modules will
remain the same no matter what the frequency is. The fre-
quency is limited by either the surface smoothness of the
duct or the properties of the drivers used. Any roughness in
the inner surface of the duct must be smaller than the viscous
and thermal penetration depths, which are themselves pro-
portional to 1/��. Otherwise, the boundary layer may be
destroyed by turbulence and would be difficult to character-
ize if it existed at all. For high efficiency in producing the
sound wave, acoustic drivers must be operated close to their
resonance frequency. However, there are constraints to the
operating frequencies one can achieve with off-the-shelf
components. For example, one may easily lower the reso-
nance frequency of a mass-produced driver by adding mass
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of any type to the fixed moving mass of the actuator. Adding
stiffness to raise the resonance frequency, however, is more
difficult to achieve in practice: springs and bellows are pro-
duced in limited sizes and spring constants, and springs ca-
pable of large displacements suffer from surge at high fre-
quencies.

Once the frequency is selected, one must choose a trans-
verse dimension for the duct. We consider here specifically
ducts of circular cross section, both because of the availabil-
ity of such tubing in a variety of sizes and because it is
relatively simple to calculate the separation in circular ducts.
However, the considerations here will be essentially the same
for ducts of arbitrary cross-sectional shape. Because the
separation effect depends on the molecules diffusing into and
out of the boundary layer, it is necessary for the duct’s radius
to be greater than the viscous and thermal penetration depths.
As was shown by the experiments on He–Ar mixtures,4 the
phasing betweenp1 and U1 which yields the greatest sepa-
ration is generally not that of a traveling wave, because gen-
erally Fstand�0. For a given mixture, this optimal phasing
also depends on the diameter of the tube. As will be shown in
Sec. VIII, for our extended, modular systems the standing-
wave component contributes little to the separation even
across a single module. Therefore, one might consider reduc-
ing the tube diameter to the point at which the optimal phas-
ing is that of a traveling wave. However, the limiting sepa-
ration per module turns out not to be a maximum for this
choice, because bothF trav and Fgrad change with radius in
such a way as toreduce the limiting concentration gradient
as the tube diameter shrinks. Figure 2 demonstrates this for
the case of the neon isotopes. The phasing is therefore not an
important consideration in choosing the diameter of the duct.

One important factor in choosing the diameter arises in-
stead from steady diffusion. If one can generate high enough
velocity amplitudes in the duct that the second-order separa-
tion flux is much greater than the mole flux from steady
diffusion when the concentration gradient reaches its maxi-
mum, then the concentration gradient is limited only by the
frequency of operation. Also, it was seen in Ref. 5 that the

limiting efficiency of a flow-through separator occurs�in the
boundary layer limit� when�U1� is as high as possible before
the onset of conditional turbulence, because the losses due to
the remixing by steady diffusion are then insignificant. Thus,
to have the highest gradient and best efficiency, one must
keep the duct diameter narrow enough that the effect of dif-
fusion is made small for values of�U1� below the onset of
turbulence.

It is generally desirable to have the volume velocity as
high as possible without breaking the acoustic drivers and
without causing turbulence in a significant fraction of the
duct. Also, in order to maintain agreement between the ap-
paratus and its design calculations, one must limit the veloc-
ity such that the acoustic approximation may be applied:

a�U1�/A	�p1��pm , wherepm is the mean pressure.

Once the frequency, duct diameter, and maximum veloc-
ity are chosen, one can methodically develop the acoustic
network. The first step is to design the elementary branched
module, solving the equations of acoustics for the required
impedance of the branch. For the quasitraveling wave sys-
tem, a convenient module length is/4. The magnitude of
the specific acoustic impedance�z� in the middle of the mod-
ule will differ slightly from 
a due to the attenuation in a
finite-diameter duct; however, this deviation will be small
except for tubes with radius of the order of the viscous pen-
etration depth, and it can be corrected through small adjust-
ments to the length of the module. Using the solution for the
branch impedance and one’s model for the acoustic drivers,
one can then solve for the required voltage or displacement
of the speaker and its phasing with respect to the pressure�or
velocity� at the entrance to the module. The displacements of
each branch speaker have the same amplitude, and their
phases progress by�90° from branch to neighboring branch
along the direction of the traveling wave. From knowledge
of the driver properties and of the pressure and velocity ex-
iting the last module, one can design the active termination
of the device, which can be considered as absorbing the trav-
eling wave. It is convenient to choose the phasing of this last
speaker to be the same as one of the quadrature phasings
used in the rest of the series, but the displacement amplitude
will generally be different from that of the other speakers.
The greatest homogeneity in�p1� and �U1� is obtained by
choosing the shortest module that makes the speaker phasing
the same as that of the last branch speaker. Similarly, one
must design the duct to the end speaker that acts as a source
for the traveling wave. Again, it is convenient to choose one
of the quadrature drive phasings, at the expense of having a
third different displacement amplitude. For the greatest ho-
mogeneity of the amplitudes of pressure and velocity, one
chooses this phase to lead the first branch by 90° and the
shortest module for which this is obtained.

Although the separation occurs in the ducts, virtually the
entire cost of the apparatus is due to the acoustic drivers. For
these we use inexpensive stock parts: Radio Shack 4 1/2-in.
RS-1052 woofers17 and Servometer FC-16 nickel bellows
�1-in. outside diameter, 10 convolutions�.18 In order to have a
clean, hermetically sealed system with minimal dead vol-
ume, the speakers do not contact the neon sample directly.

FIG. 2. A measure of the limit that the�U1�2 remixing imposes on the
separation gradient in 80-kPa neon at 227 Hz. When diffusion can be ne-
glected, little advantage is gained by reducing the radius of the duct.
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Instead, we use the speaker to drive the bellows, sealed on
one end and soldered at the other end to a specially machined
brass block which serves as either a tee�for side branches� or
a straight-through connection�for ends� to the round
stainless-steel stock tubing we use for ducts. The brass
blocks provide a location for tapping in pressure sensors,
thermocouples, and fill or sampling capillaries, and they are
rigidly attached to the speakers’ frames in order to support
the ducts. The brass blocks also protrude into the bellows to
eliminate some of their volume, and they present a flat sur-
face as a stop to the sealed end of the bellows in order to
prevent the bellows from collapsing beyond its elastic limit
when the apparatus is evacuated. To preserve the modularity
of the drivers, the tubing is sealed to the brass blocks with
O-ring seals. Although the tees could have incorporated 90°
bends to create a square coil without creating additional mi-
nor loss, we chose to make the system a straight array and
mount it on a vertical rail. The linear arrangement made it
easy to test different lengths of duct, because then one only
needed to slide the speaker mounts along the rail to adjust
their spacings. This design is depicted in Fig. 3.

Each bare speaker had a measured resonance frequency
of approximately 80 Hz. Besides providing a closed bound-
ary for the gas, the bellows increased the effective spring
constant and resonance frequency for the composite driver.
The sealed end of the bellows was connected to the speaker’s
dome by a thin fiberglass tube, which distributed the reaction
force of the bellows in a ring far from the center of the dome.
This was important, because the dome could easily collapse
under a force applied at its center. The tube and the bellows

combined to add about 3 g to thebare speaker’s own moving
mass of 9 g, partly offsetting the increased stiffness. Mea-
surements of the drivers on the apparatus when sealed and
filled with the 80-kPa neon used throughout this work
showed the new resonance frequency to be about 157 Hz for
all the drivers. Little increase in resonance frequency would
have been obtained by shortening the fiberglass tube to re-
duce its mass further.

Although the resonance frequency for our drivers was
157 Hz, we chose to operate them at 227 Hz in the preferred,
90°-spaced mode. For this frequency at room temperature,
the wavelength in the neon was 2 m, which for a-long
apparatus was a convenient vertical clearance to work with
in our lab. The duct consisted of stainless-steel tubing with a
nominal inner diameter 2R�0.333 cm, so thatR/���6 at
227 Hz. With this system, we were able to generate traveling
waves at 227 Hz with�p1� up to 3350 Pa. This amplitude
was sufficient for the concentration gradient to approach
within 3% of its limiting value as imposed by the�U1�2

remixing term in the second-order mole flux.4 At the highest
amplitude, the Reynolds number was 770, based on the tube
diameter 2R and the velocity�U1� /A.

The quadrature drive signals were generated by two
Hewlett-Packard 3325A synthesizers, synchronized by the
same external clock in order to keep their relative phase
locked. The quadrature signals were fed into a custom-built
phase-shift box, consisting of six simple RC networks and
isolation transformers, so that the relative phases of the six
signals could be adjusted slightly. Outputs of each channel of
the phase shifter were then fed to audio amplifiers, allowing
us to adjust the voltage amplitude for each of the six speak-
ers individually. The properties of the six acoustic drivers
were not perfectly identical and our lumped-element model
for the drivers was not perfect, so the ability to adjust both
the drive amplitudes and phases was necessary for obtaining
nearly ideal traveling waves in our network. The inadequacy
of our speaker model had much more impact on the source
and sink speakers at the ends of the network than on the
side-branch speakers. There, we needed the flexibility to ad-
just their phases by as much as 20°, depending on the oper-
ating frequency. Corrections for the branch drivers, in con-
trast, were less than 5°. Even without more careful driver
construction and analysis, a practical separator would not be
strongly affected by such errors in drive voltage, so that the
phase-shift network used here would be unnecessary: such an
apparatus would consist of many more modules than our
prototype does, so that local errors in the acoustics, as at the
ends, would decay or be canceled locally and not extend far
through the entire device.

For the purpose of creating the desired wave, there were
five drive voltage amplitudes and five phases to be adjusted
with respect to those of the first speaker, chosen to determine
the overall amplitude and phase of the wave. To calculate
how close a generated waveform was to our ideal traveling
wave, the complex oscillating pressure was measured at each
branch.19 To establish the ideal settings for the complex drive
voltagesV1 , then, we inverted the 10�10 real matrix of
derivative changes inp1 with V1 and calculated the matrix
product of this inverse with the vector of deviations inp1

FIG. 3. A schematic of the traveling-wave apparatus. The salient features of
the apparatus are shown in�a�, while a detailed view of an acoustic driver is
shown in�b�. �Voice coils and magnet structures not shown.�
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from the ideal waveform. The result was the vector of
changes inV1 necessary to reach the ideal state. This process
usually succeeded in producing a very close match to the
ideal waveform within two iterations. Because the process of
assembling the 10�10 matrix is labor intensive, it is fortu-
nate that it will not be important in the operation of a longer
apparatus, as noted above.

V. MEASURING THE NEON ISOTOPE
CONCENTRATIONS

While in the He–Ar experiments of Ref. 4 the mole
fractions were measured by the speed of sound in two small
acoustic resonators, the changes in the speed of sound for the
neon experiment would have been near the limit of resolu-
tion of that method. For example, a change�n�0.01 in the
concentration of20Ne would create a 0.05% change in the
speed of sound, 16 times smaller than for a change of�n
�0.01 in the 50–50 He–Ar system. We therefore decided to
measure the neon isotope concentrations directly with a
quadrupole mass spectrometer.20 Because the mass spec-
trometer requires a high vacuum�HV� system which is dis-
rupted by the transients of opening valves to sample alter-
nately each end of the apparatus, we chose to measure the
concentration at one end only, obtaining the end-to-end con-
centration difference by doubling the difference between
measured concentration and natural abundance. The
acoustic-absorber end of the device was connected to the HV
space of the mass spectrometer through a 5-�m glass
capillary21 cut to 5-cm length. This impedance allowed a
mole flux of approximately 2.4�10�10 mol/s into the turbo-
pumped HV space, which lowered the pressure in the acous-
tic network by approximately 1 kPa per day. Since each
separation experiment lasted less than 1 day, the change in
mean pressure of the apparatus had no noticeable impact on
the data.

It was discovered early in our experimentation that the
mass spectrometer itself was sensitive to temperature, and
most of this sensitivity was associated with the control and
detection electronics in spite of its built-in temperature com-
pensation. Therefore, we housed the electronics and part of
the mass spectrometer itself inside a sealed styrofoam box,
the interior of which was cooled by a chilled water circuit.
This thermal isolation held the temperature of the electronics
constant to�10 mK, more than two orders of magnitude
better than our lab’s climate-control system, making tem-
perature drifts of the mass spectrometer’s gains for different
masses imperceptible in our data.

We also found it necessary to replace the HV system’s
original cold-trapped diffusion pump with a dry turbomo-
lecular pump. While each of our experimental curves of con-
centration versus time took several hours to acquire, the liq-
uid nitrogen level in the original diffusion pump’s cold trap
would necessarily fall over time, causing a gradual rise in the
mass-22 signal until the trap was filled again. This spurious
signal was directly correlated with a rise in the CO2 signal,
so it represented a double ionization of the CO2 �mass 44�
rather than a true neon signal. Filling the trap more fre-
quently served only to produce more jumps in the apparent
concentration of22Ne. Thus, the diffusion pump was unac-

ceptable.�We could not use an independent Bayard–Alpert
ionization gauge to measure total pressure, because the
thoriated-iridium filament produced prodigious quantities of
CO2 which also caused a large, noisy background22 to the
partial pressure measurement of22Ne.)

Unlike the previous experiments in He–Ar, these experi-
ments allowed continuous measurement of the mole frac-
tions, without stopping the acoustic wave in the separation
duct. Figure 4 shows a typical curve for the mole fraction of
the 22Ne as a function of time.23 Although the separation
effect is clearly visible, the signal appears noisy. This is
partly because of the vertical offset of the graph; the frac-
tional standard deviation is only 1%.

The output of the mass spectrometer is given in terms of
the partial pressure for each mass number, and we examined
the noise in the recorded partial pressures for several differ-
ent values of partial pressure and for several different mass
numbers. In general we found that the standard deviations
were always approximately 1%, regardless of pressure or
mass number. This suggests that virtually all of the noise is
caused by the electronics and that the shot noise, propor-
tional to�pi, was a negligibly small component of the total
noise observed. This is consistent with the fact that this mass
spectrometer uses a logarithmic amplifier to span the seven
orders of magnitude in partial pressure that it is capable of
measuring, rather than by having an adjustable gain ampli-
fier. In the logarithmic amplifier, large input currents are
compressed to fit the range of the gain stage, while the gain
of the final amplifier is held constant. This results in a con-
stant fractional noise, instead of a fractional noise that is
inversely proportional to the input signal as it would be in a
detector with variable gain. Although some resolution would
be lost even for a low-noise detector of variable gain by the
need to digitize the amplifier’s analog output signal, the fluc-
tuations in our mass spectrometer were about an order of
magnitude greater than the errors from digitization. Thus,
much greater signal-to-noise ratio should be possible with
other mass spectrometers.

FIG. 4. Raw data from a typical separation experiment. This data set was
taken for a traveling wave with�p1��1.1 kPa and a frequency of 227 Hz.
The neon isotopes are at their natural abundances before the sound wave is
applied att0	4 h.
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Because of the low signal-to-noise ratio, it was espe-
cially important in analyzing the data to constrain the fits as
much as possible and thereby reduce their uncertainty. Be-
fore each experiment, the mass spectrometer was allowed to
run long enough to ensure that it had reached equilibrium,
the equilibration time depending on whether the mass spec-
trometer was just started, was degassed, or had its power
cycled momentarily to reboot the control electronics. Base-
line partial pressures of masses 20, 22, 40, and 44 were then
collected, so that the doubly ionized mass-40 and mass-44
backgrounds could be subtracted from the mass-20 and
mass-22 signals, and the starting concentration determined
accurately from its average over time. The sound wave was
then applied, the start timet0 was recorded, and the sound
was allowed to separate the gases until the mole fraction of
22Ne was not measurably changing. The uncertainty in start
times is 20–40 s, determined by the interval between mass
spectrometer measurements and by a time lag for the first
measurement, originating in the mass spectrometer control
software.

In spite of the presence of six reservoirs along the length
of the duct �instead of only two as in the He–Ar experi-
ments�, the batch-mode limiting can be modeled by an expo-
nential decay to the limiting gradient with a single time con-
stant. Therefore, the data aftert0 were fit to an exponential
with only the magnitude and the time constant of the expo-
nential term as free parameters. Because of the quality of the
exponential fits in comparison to linear fits neart0 , the time
constant was used to determine the initial slope of the sepa-
ration for comparison with the theory. Often, at the end of an
experiment, the valve from the capillary leak to the mass
spectrometer’s HV chamber was closed, and the residual sig-
nals from masses 20, 22, 40, and 44 were remeasured in
order to confirm the background pressures of cracked hydro-
carbons.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The first set of experiments was carried out to demon-
strate the agreement between the data and theory for this
multiple-driver thermoacoustic separator. The difference in
steady-state concentration�n of the 22Ne between one end
of the duct and the other was measured as a function of the
pressure amplitude�p1� for a quasitraveling wave at 227 Hz.
The results are shown in Fig. 5 and compared with our cal-
culations. These calculations use the measured complexp1 at
each speaker location to calculate thex dependences ofp1 ,
U1 , and (dn/dx) lim along the duct with the ‘‘circular-tube’’
algorithm of Ref. 4. The concentration difference is then cal-
culated from a numerical integration of (dn/dx) lim along the
duct. Agreement is good, considering the variation in quoted
values of the thermal diffusion coefficient�T�kT /n(1�n)
for neon16 at room temperature. There is no measurable re-
duction in the measured separation at the highest�p1�, where
turbulent mixing might occur. No turbulent mixing is ex-
pected along most of the duct length, because the highest
Reynolds number attained in these data is 772, and the duct
radius is 6 times�� , putting the motion in the weakly tur-
bulent regime where no significant perturbation of the
boundary-layer physics is expected.24,25Nevertheless, the re-

sult suggests that any turbulence or jetting at the branches,
where the acoustic network has tees, does not expand dra-
matically with the amplitude of sound to adversely affect the
separation.

Using the time constants from the exponential fits, one
can compare the initial mole flux in the apparatus to Eq.�54�
of Ref. 4 whendn/dx�0. To extract the initial mole flux
from a data set, it is tempting to write simply

Ṅ�0�
1

�

�n lim

2
�V res, �5�

where�n lim is the total change in concentration across the
apparatus in steady-state,� is the time constant from the
exponential fit,� is the molar number density, andV res is the
volume of the reservoir at the end of the apparatus where the
concentration is measured. However, that identity assumes
that all of the volume of the device is in the end reservoirs.
For our apparatus, each tubing segment has a volume ap-
proximately equal to that of each driver, so most of the vol-
ume is in the duct and branch drivers. Therefore, one must
add to the volume of the end reservoir the volumes of the
duct and branches, weighted by their change in concentration
when a finite gradient is established. The end reservoir, like
all the acoustic drivers in our system, has a volume of ap-
proximately 3.6 cm3, but the additional, effective volume of
the apparatus from the midpoint�where the concentration
remains constant� is approximately 7.5 cm3. The results are
plotted against Eq.�54� of Ref. 4 in Fig. 6, where the agree-
ment is seen to be excellent.

VII. SEEKING EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE

Both high mole flux and high concentration gradient de-
mand high acoustic amplitude, but turbulence prevents an
arbitrary increase in amplitude. No evidence of turbulence
was observed in these measurements, but this section pre-
sents a brief exploration of some of the relevant issues and
parameter space.

FIG. 5. Total difference in steady-state concentration of22Ne between ends
of the apparatus. Data are for 227 Hz in a duct of total length 2.11 m. Points
represent measured values and the curve is the result of a calculation with no
adjustable parameters.
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In the separation duct itself near the necessarily dis-
turbed geometry of each branch, the flow field of the gas is
turbulent. This can affect the separation in two ways. First,
the turbulence causes a pressure drop near the branch—the
‘‘minor loss’’—so that the branch speaker will have to be
driven harder than calculations assuming laminar flow would
predict. Second, the turbulence destroys the boundary layer
and remixes the gas constituents in the vicinity of the branch.
Since this remixing takes place very close to the location
where the separative effect should be strongest, and the tur-
bulently disturbed region probably grows with increasing
amplitude, the true separation across the duct could be sig-
nificantly lower than the laminar theory predicts.

Turbulence may hinder operation of the nearly traveling-
wave configuration in a more spatially extended way as well.
If, for a fixed operating frequency of the apparatus, the duct
is narrower in diameter than approximately 5 times the vis-
cous penetration depth�� , then for low-amplitude operation
the oscillating motion of the gas will be laminar.24,26,27At
velocity amplitudes high enough to make the Reynolds num-
ber 1000–2000, though, the oscillating flow in the duct can
cross into the conditionally turbulent regime, destroying the
boundary layer wherever such high velocities occur. This
will eliminate the separative effect from the beginning of
each module out to the point along the duct at which the
local velocities are low enough for the gas motion to be
laminar. For traveling-wave systems in which the module
length is less than/2, the velocity amplitude is relatively
constant so that the entire module will become turbulent at a
pressure amplitude only slightly larger than that at which
turbulence first appears. This crossover to conditional turbu-
lence should also occur when the duct’s radius is larger than
�5�� , but such systems will be in the weakly turbulent
regime at low amplitudes and will cross over to conditional
turbulence only at significantly higher amplitudes of velocity
compared to the laminar case.

To experimentally explore the possibility of turbulence
destroying thermoacoustic separation, we studied the perfor-
mance of the apparatus at two other frequencies, 113.5 and

157 Hz. For these frequencies, we chose to abandon the pre-
ferred �90° phase-shift condition between adjacent
branches, instead using our phase-shift networks to create the
appropriate phasing that produced traveling waves. This was
done in order to avoid changing the duct lengths. At these
lower frequencies, Reynolds numbers up to 2500 were
reached, but operating conditions were always close to the
region of crossover from laminar to weakly turbulent flow.24

At the highest amplitudes�p1�/pm�1/10, so that the validity
of the acoustic approximation used in calculating the separa-
tion is questionable. Nevertheless, all these lower-frequency
data�Fig. 7� show no abrupt decline in the separation at high
amplitudes. Although these data do not rule out effects of
turbulence, they suggest that the penalty in separation for
having weakly turbulent flow is small. Also, the duct sizes
for which a transition to conditional turbulence would be
easiest to achieve are so small, of orderR/���3, that the
separation would be disadvantaged by the effect shown in
Fig. 2.

VIII. THE HIGH-IMPEDANCE APPROACH

In order to mitigate the sources of turbulent mixing, it
may be useful to consider configurations of concatenated
branched modules with a specific acoustic impedance higher
than 
a, at least near the middle of each module. If the
acoustic impedance is increased, the volume velocity—and,
therefore, the Reynolds number—will be lower for the same
value of acoustic power. From Eq.�54� in Ref. 4, one also
sees that increasing�Z���p1�/�U1� as the product�p1��U1� is
held fixed can lead to larger values of the concentration gra-
dient because it decreases the relative importance of the
�U1�2 remixing process compared to the mole flux of sepa-
ration. Thus, increasing�Z� seems like a promising way to
improve the performance of thermoacoustic separation. Al-
though this is true, one does not have as much flexibility in
choosingZ(x) as one might expect.

Ideally, one would like to adjust�Z� to be as high as
possible, and to choose the phase��arg(Z) to be that which
would produce the largest concentration gradient, i.e.,�
�tan�1(Fstand/F trav). To do this, there are two parameters of

FIG. 6. Theory and data for mole flux of separation att�0, when the
components are well mixed, for a frequency of 227 Hz and a duct radius of
1.66 mm.

FIG. 7. No evidence of a transition from laminar flow to weak turbulence is
seen in the steady-state concentration difference at either 113.5 or 157 Hz.
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each module one may adjust: the module’s lengthL and the
temporal phase lag�� betweenp1 at the beginning and end
of the module.�Note that the volume velocity must share this
phase lag; otherwise, the phase� betweenp1 andU1 would
change incrementally at the beginning of each successive
module, eventually reversing the direction of the mole fluxes
of the components and defeating the purpose of the concat-
enation of modules.�

In order to relate the magnitude and phase of the acous-
tic impedance in the middle of the duct toL and ��, we
need the solution to the coupled first-order equations for
p1(x) andU1(x) in the duct.28 Applying the boundary con-
dition for the duct segmentpout�p ineı�� in the equation for
p1(x), one finds that

p in�
�ıZ0U in sinkL

eı���coskL
, �6�

p1�x ���ıZ0U in� sinkL coskx

eı���coskL
�sinkx� , �7�

U1�x ��U in�coskx�
sinkL sinkx

eı���coskL� , �9�

where k is the complex wave number,Z0��
m /kA(1
� f �) is the acoustic impedance of a traveling wave in the
duct of areaA, and f � is the complex correction for viscos-
ity. In the middle of the duct we setx�L/2 to find

z�x�L/2��zmid��z0 tan�kL/2�cot���/2�, �10�

where thezi�Ap1 /U1 are specific acoustic impedances. Be-
cause bothz0 andk are generally complex,zmid typically has
a complex value. From this expression, we see that changing
the phase shift�� across the duct will alter the magnitude of
the impedance in the middle of the duct but not the phase.
Changing the length of the duct, however, alters both the
magnitude and the phase of the impedance in the middle.
Nevertheless, it is not possible to arbitrarily choose both�z�
and�: for example, no combination ofL and�� allows one
to obtain ��0 in the middle of the tube. For ducts wide
enough to be well represented by calculations in the
boundary-layer limit,Fstand/F trav�0 so that it is not possible
to make the phasing at the center of the tube optimal.2,4 This
is not an important restriction in choosing the radius of the
duct, because both analytical and numerical studies show
that the standing-wave component never contributes signifi-
cantly to the separation across a module.

As for the nearly traveling-wave system described
above,�p1�, �U1�, �, and the limiting concentration gradient
will vary along each module of a configuration designed to
provide �z��
a. Alterations ofL and�� to generate these
higher-z configurations effectively do so by adding in a
traveling-wave component opposed to the direction of the
wave in thez	
a system. The velocity of this added wave
attenuates as it travels in the opposite direction from each
branch, ensuring that the velocity has its minimum some-
where away from the ends of the module. This tends to push
the maximum of�z� and of the concentration gradient away
from the ends of the module as desired.

There is a large parameter space to analyze in determin-
ing what is the best higher-z configuration to use in a sepa-
ration device. One must first decide whether it is most im-
portant that the device be as short as possible, and thus to
generate the highest gradientdn/dx, or whether it is more
important to maximize the separation�n per module of the
acoustic network. Here, we make the latter choice, because
the number of active branches is probably most important in
terms of a separator’s capital cost. One may then look for the
combination ofL and�� that provides the highest�n.

We have studied this problem both numerically and with
a simplified analytical calculation.29 Plots of both numerical
and analytical calculations of�n versusL with �� held
fixed at �90° are shown in Fig. 8. For module lengthL
�/4 the curves begin to diverge�although they remain
similar qualitatively�, with the analytical calculation predict-
ing higher�n because it neglects viscosity and thermal con-
ductivity in the wave number. ForL�/2, dn/dx and Ṅ2

vary spatially along the tube in a complicated way, possibly
yielding locations where there is a bottleneck in the separa-
tion flux. If the parameter space is therefore limited toL
�/2, one finds that�n will be maximized asL→/2 and
�→0. The resulting�n in that limit is, for the analytical
calculation, a factor of 2 higher than for the preferred,
traveling-wave system we considered in the previous sec-
tions.

The actual improvement in�n that can be achieved will
be smaller than this, because it is dangerous to designL too
close to/2. ForL near/2, a small decrease in the speed of
sound �arising from, say, a change in temperature or gas
composition� would causeL to become greater than the in-
tended/2. This would lead to a change in both magnitude
and sign for the separation in that module, possibly defeating
the purpose of the device.

In order to test our understanding of the high-z ap-
proach, we measured the separation as a function of�p1� for
�zmid�	2.5 
a at 227 Hz. This configuration was achieved
by keeping all the duct lengths the same but phasing adjacent

FIG. 8. The separation�n per module, as a function of module lengthL,
calculated for the inviscid analytical model�solid curve� and for the full
numerical model�dash-dot curve� in the boundary-layer limit. The phasing
across the branch is fixed at����90°.
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branch speakers�45° apart in time, instead of the�90°
spacing of the nearly traveling-wave system. The data from
this study are shown in Fig. 9, where agreement with calcu-
lations is again seen to be quite good. As�p1� is increased,
calculations show that�n should approach a limiting value
of �0.015, or approximately 50% higher than for the nearly
traveling-wave configuration.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows that thermoacoustic mixture separa-
tion, discovered only in the past decade, is extensible to ar-
bitrarily high purities by maintaining a quasitraveling wave
through an arbitrarily large number of wavelengths of sound,
using a periodic, modular series assembly of tubes and driv-
ers. In the proof-of-principle22Ne enrichment described
here, an enrichment from the natural abundance of 0.092 to
0.097 was achieved at one end of the apparatus with 5
quarter-wavelength modules using�z�	
a. From the point
where the mixture consisted of its natural abundances, this
enrichment required approximately 2.5 modules; to obtain
0.90 22Ne from a reservoir of natural abundance would re-
quire only 148 modules, and to obtain 0.9922Ne would re-
quire only 232 modules.

A variant of the method, using a spatially periodic wave
with regions of enhanced acoustic impedance, promises
modest, factor-of-2 reduction in the number of modules re-
quired for a given purity. Other interesting, quantitative
physics issues that could lead to modest changes in expected
performance include the transition to turbulence, which was
not encountered in the present measurements, and the remix-
ing effect of streaming.4

Further analysis and experimentation are also required to
develop practical steady-flow separators in which a nonzero
time-independent mole flux and nonzero concentration gra-
dient are present simultaneously, and to learn whether single
devices can achieve high throughput by use of stack-like
parallel arrays of channels without counterflowing streaming
in different channels causing unacceptable remixing.

The modular apparatus can be coiled, with either curved
or straight tubular modules, to form a compact system, one

in which each same-phase set of periodically arrayed acous-
tic drivers can share common electromechanical transduction
hardware if the length of each turn of the coil equals one
wavelength of sound in the gas. However, to fully enjoy the
low-cost, high-reliability promise of thermoacoustics, the
thousands of joints that would be present in a straightforward
multiplication of our 5 modules should be eliminated. Per-
haps future work will demonstrate a good way to drive a
peristaltic wave in the cross-sectional area of a long, coiled,
flexible-walled tube without joints.
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APPENDIX: RESULTS FROM EARLIER WORK

Useful results and definitions from Refs. 2, 4, and 5 are
collected here, expressed in terms of mole fractions and mole
fluxes. For a discussion in terms of mass fractions and mass
fluxes, see those references.

The separation flux to second order is given by combin-
ing Eqs.�41�, �44�, and�56� of Ref. 4

ṄH�
��

4rh

��1

�

kT

RunivTm
�p1��U1��F travcos�

�Fstandsin���
��

4rh


m�U1�2

�AM avg
Fgrad

dnH

dx

�NAD12

dnH

dx
. �A1�

In the boundary-layer approximation, theFs are given by

F trav�
���L������L���D /����D� /���

�1��L ���1����1��L �����
, �A2�

Fstand�
����L������L���D /����D� /���

�1��L ���1����1��L �����
, �A3�

FIG. 9. The difference in steady-state concentration of22Ne across the ap-
paratus for�zmid�	2.5 
a in the middle of each module.
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Fgrad�
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�1��L ���1����1��L �������1����1��L �����/�
�A4�
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��D
2 � 1

2��
2�1��1���/L���1��1���/L�2�4/L�,

�A5�

�D�
2 � 1

2��
2�1��1���/L���1��1���/L�2�4/L�,

�A6�

��
��1

�

kT
2

nH�1�nH�
. �A7�

The more complicated Bessel-function forms of theFs, ac-
curate for circular tubes of arbitrary radius, are described
�but not displayed� in Ref. 4.

Equation�A1� describes the mole flux for any value of
the concentration gradientdnH /dx. Our experiments typi-
cally start withdnH /dx�0 and proceed toward the limiting
state whereṄH�0. In this limiting state, the concentration
gradient is given by Eq.�25� of Ref. 5

� dnH

dx �
lim

�
�F travcos��Fstandsin�����1�kT�p1��U1�/A�pm

4D12rh /���Fgrad�U1�2/A2�
.

�A8�

Acoustic power per unit length consumed by the
mixture-separation process is given by Eqs.�19�–�22� in
Ref. 5, but an excellent approximation is that given for a
pure gas by Eq.�5.10� in Ref. 25. In the boundary-layer
approximation, the latter becomes

dĖ2

dx
��

���

4

m�U1

A �2

��
���

4

�p1�2

�pm
���1��. �A9�

The thermodynamic efficiency of thermoacoustic mix-
ture separation is the ratio of the rate at which the Gibbs free
energy of the mixture increases to the rate of acoustic power
consumed. Reference 5 shows that this efficiency is highest
whendnH /dx is half of the limiting value given in Eq.�A8�.
Using this value of concentration gradient and several other
simplifying assumptions yields the upper bound on the effi-
ciency given by Eq.�36� in Ref. 5

�best	
�

4

2�1���L �

�L�1��L �2�1���
. �A10�

Other variables are defined in Table I.
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